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Ransom International 
Corporation, Inc. (formerly C'Arco) 
has been serving the worldwide 
shooting industry since 1968. The 
company's principal product, the 
Ransom "Master Series" Rest, 
has literally become the world- 
wide standard for handgun 
accuracy development. It has 
been used by the United States 
government agencies for years 
to test and develop handgun 
accuracy. 

I am justifiably proud of the 
reputation our product has 
developed internationally over the 
years. As we start into our third 
decade, we pledge to you, our 
customers, that we will continue 
to develop and produce products 
of high quality and precision. 

Good health and 
good shooting! 

C. R. Ransom 
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What Good Is A Handgun 
Shooting Rest? 

Commonly misperceived as only an aid to sighting in, a 
handgun shooting rest actually is far more important for testing 
pistols and ammunition for inherent accuracy, or improvement 
after modification. Handgun rests are of little value if 
not properly designed and built. 

A handgun shooting rest should duplicate as 
closely as possible, the action of the human hand, 
and it should fire each shot with near-perfect 
consistency. Due to the human's physiological 
and psychological inability to fire each shot 
perfectly, the machine must be designed 
to permit this. 

The m Rest is the only machine 4 
to successfully accomplish this goal. That 1 
it has achieved this purpose is attested to 
by its worldwide use by major handgun 
manufacturers, handgun ammunition makers, 
and pistolsmiths who build or modify high-quality handguns. 

Solving the multitude of problems was not simple, and required long study and testing. The resultant machine is a 
combination of carefully chosen design features and special materials. The Ransom Rest therefore looks and operates 
like no other rest because it is the only one to identify and solve the defined problems. 

To duplicate the grip of the hand, "grip inserts" are used. Over 100 grip insert models are available because each 
gun model must be held as precisely as possible. The Ransom inserts provide the proper hold, remaining just resilient 
enough to reproduce a shooter's handhold. 

The recoil from each shot is absorbed in the first few milliseconds not only by tha grip insert, but by a disc brakelike 
device. The Ransom mechanism brakes each shot in an identical manner. (The ~ ~ - 3est is capable of handling 

recoil up to and including the -44 Magnum.) 
The trigger on the test gun is lever-actuated. Since this feature provides 

mechanical isolation, trigger-pull inconsistencies are mostly elimi- 
nated. Additionally, the operator will not flinch because he is no 

longer gripping the gun or anticipating recoil. 
When using "budget" pistol rests, the shooter's hand 

continues to grip the gun, the wrist absorbs recoil, and 
the finger touches the trigger. So, the required elimina- 
tion of human inconsistencies is not accomplished. -! I 
(Some pistol rests actually add problems by imposing 
unnatural mechanical effects, factors not present in 
normal shooting and therefore invalidating the test 

methods.) - 
The simple pistol rest must be resighted for each 

I 

I - shot, which adds to the problem of reestablishing the 
correct sight picture for each shot. The r est, 

- 3 
being entirely mechanical, is simplj IGLUI ,  to 
battery. Positive stops and lockable adjustments 
make it possible to test the gun and ammunition 
for accuracy-with extreme precision. 

) A Windage Base is available as an option. This 
base prnvidns nrecise lockable horizontal adjustment 

to the I :. It is useful for firing multiple 
I 

groups into a single target. 
Semiautomatic pistols feed from their magazines. 

If you are a serious handgun shooter and experimenter, the 
Ransom Rest is the only reliable way to evaluate handgun performance. 
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